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Body = personnel fluctuation, absenteeism

Stress Management

Achievement = low performance, 
low results

Performance Coaching

Contact = team problems, conflicts

Team Building, Conflict Management

Fantasy = future change

Change Management



An efficient organization is one 
which is capable:

- to accept change, 
- to respond to it, 
- to learn from it ,

- to determine a change if it doesn’t 
appear and when it is needed!



Change could be considered as:

A threat = which asks to renounce to a 
well known work still, waste of energy   

A chance = for development, to learn 
new things, to stress out our aptitude+
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
STEPS

Change Analysis

Change 
Preparation

Change Implementation

Change 
Evaluation



CHANGE ANALYSES

Analyze your own attitude and 
behavior toward changes  

Analyze your attitude and 
behavior toward changes 
in front of your department

Analyze your department attitude and 
behavior toward the changes

Analyze your company 
attitude and behavior 

toward change



KURT LEWIN - FIELD THEORY
AND FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

DRIVING FORCES are those forces which are 
pushing a situation in a particular direction; they 
tend to initiate a change and keep it going. In 
terms of changes - needs of production increase 
and for quality improvement, new laws, new 
market competitors are some examples of driving 
forces .

RESTRAINING FORCES are forces acting to 
restrain or decrease the driving forces. Apathy, 
hostility, fear of changes and existence of 
personal interests in maintaining the old process 
may be examples of restraining forces against 
change. 

+
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CHANGE PREPARATION

BENEFITS AND MONEY 
– Which are the benefits and money now 
and later?

-What we will do with money?

-What we will do with benefits?

PEOPLE
-What rolls have each people during the change?

-What are the abilities they need to improve?

RESOUCES, TIME, 
SPACE

-Which are the resources we need to 
implement and maintain change?

-How long and where will be the 
implementation process?  

GOALS, OBSTACLES
- Which are our goals and how we will reach them?
-Which are the obstacles we presume to face during the change process?
-Prepare a plane to face and pass each obstacle
-Prepare a measure instrument, to evaluate the change process in the end 



CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION

PEOPLE
-Permanent evaluation of their abilities during change process
-Trainings
- Support good communication

RESOURCES
- Be always sure that people have 
enough time, space and resources to 
implement change 

GOALS, OBSTACLES
-Present to the people, any time you have the occasion, the goals of 
change process

-Be there when people face obstacles 

-Motivate people to handle obstacles more easily

BENEFITS, MONEY
-Use some part of change benefits to 
motivate people during the change 
process
-Inform people about the results of 
change process; it is a good motivator 
which sustain change



CHANGE STEPS

Unconscious competence

Conscious competence

Conscious incompetence

Unconscious incompetence



CHANGE REACTIONS

+
_ NEGATIVE REACTIONSNEGATIVE REACTIONS

� denial 
� sabotage

POSITIVE REACTIONSPOSITIVE REACTIONS
� acceptance
� indifference



CHANGE EVALUATION
GOALS, OBSTACLES

-Did we reached the goals we planned to?
-Which goal(s) is/are not reached and why?
-How we passed the obstacles?
-What we have to learn from the change process?

RESOURCES
-Have been there enough resources 
for change?

-What will we do the same when we’ll 
have another change to do?
-What will we do different when we’ll 
have another change to do?

PEOPLE
-How they react to the change and during the change process?
-What they learn from this process?
-Which are the abilities they developed?
-How they will follow the change?

BENEFITS, MONEY
-How we will use the benefits for long 
term?
-How people will benefit from the 
change benefits?
-How looks like the global change 
evaluation?




